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Abstract—Robotic systems, working together as a team, are be-
coming valuable players in different real-world applications, from
disaster response to warehouse fulfillment services. Centralized
solutions for coordinating multi-robot teams often suffer from
poor scalability and vulnerability to communication disruptions.
This paper develops a decentralized multi-agent task allocation
(Dec-MATA) algorithm for multi-robot applications. The task
planning problem is posed as a maximum-weighted matching
of a bipartite graph, the solution of which using the blossom
algorithm allows each robot to autonomously identify the optimal
sequence of tasks it should undertake. The graph weights are
determined based on a soft clustering process, which also plays
a problem decomposition role seeking to reduce the complexity
of the individual-agents’ task assignment problems. To evaluate
the new Dec-MATA algorithm, a series of case studies (of
varying complexity) are performed, with tasks being distributed
randomly over an observable 2D environment. A centralized
approach, based on a state-of-the-art MILP formulation of
the multi-Traveling Salesman problem is used for comparative
analysis. While getting within 7-28% of the optimal cost obtained
by the centralized algorithm, the Dec-MATA algorithm is found
to be 1-3 orders of magnitude faster and minimally sensitive to
task-to-robot ratios, unlike the centralized algorithm.
Index Terms—Bipartite Graph Matching, Decentralized,
Fuzzy Clustering, Ground Robots, Multi-agent task allocation,
Multiple-Traveling Salesmen Problem (mTSP)
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Multi-agent Task Allocation
In contrast to the planning of actions for a single agent,
Multi-Agent Task Allocation (MATA) is concerned with the
allocation of tasks and resources among several agents that
act together in the same environment to accomplish a com-
mon mission. In a MATA environment, there may be either
conflicting or common goals pertaining to the different agents’
decisions, which need to be coordinated [1]. While centralized
formulation and solution of MATA problems have traditionally
dominated the fields of robotics, transportation, and IoT [2],
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[3], decentralized methods have gained increasing prominence
in recent years. This is partly due to increasing concerns
regarding the scalability of purely centralized approaches and
their vulnerability to communication disruptions, and partly
driven by accelerated advancements in system/agent autonomy
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) capabilities. In this paper, we
consider task allocation for a team of robots in 2D space,
and formulate the MATA problem as finding a set of optimal
routes that minimize the overall costs incurred by the team [4].
Both a baseline centralized solution approach (based on multi-
traveling salesman or mTSP problem) and a new decentralized
framework (that combines bipartite graph theory and clustering
concepts) are developed in this paper, and compared over a set
of case studies involving varying numbers of robots and tasks.
The remainder of this section briefly surveys the literature
on centralized mTSP and auction-based (semi)-decentralized
methods, and converges on the objectives of this paper.
B. Multi-Traveling Salesman Perspective of MATA
The MATA problem, when defined by location-based tasks
distributed over 2D space, is analogical to the Multi-Traveling
Salesmen Problem (mTSP) [4], [5] – a generalization of the
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [6], [7]. In mTSP, there
are multiple salesmen or agents that need to visit a set of
geographically distributed cities or locations, such that no city
is visited more than once collectively by the agents. There are
a number of variations on mTSP and we consider single depot
mTSP, which is defined as [5]: given a set of cities, one depot,
and a cost metric, the objective is to find a set of routes for m
salesmen such that it minimizes the total cost of the m routes.
All salesmen are located in the depot and they return to the
depot. In the literature, a number of approaches have been
proposed for finding optimal solutions for the mTSP. Most of
the approaches can be classified into two main classes [5]:
1) algorithms based on Mixed-Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) formulations, and 2) algorithms that transform the
mTSP into the TSP. For solving the problem in each class,
there are both exact solution and heuristic methods [5].
Although one of the earliest direct approaches for solving
the mTSP was proposed by Laporte and Nobert [8], a branch-
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and-bound method proposed by Gavish and Srikanth [9] can be
considered to be one of the first attempt to solve a large-scale
mTSP. Gavish and Srikanth [9] defined a Lagrangian problem
for computing the lower bound of the main branch-and-bound
algorithm. This method is limited to the symmetric mTSP.
Gromicho et al. [10] later solved the mTSP using a similar
branch-and-bound algorithm but with a different approach to
obtain the lower bound, namely a quasi-assignment relaxation
instead of the Lagrangian formulation. This method solves the
asymmetric mTSP with a fixed number of salesmen. There are
also heuristic-based methods to solve the mTSP, such as by
Zhang et al. [11] and Ryan et al. [12], who respectively use
Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Tabu search. Recently, Kalmar
et al. [4] proposed a modified GA method to solve the mTSP.
These methods are slow to converge to optimal solutions, and
often not suited for near-real-time applications (such as multi-
robot real-time task-planning).
The second class of the approaches, rather than solving the
mTSP, investigate different strategies to transform the mTSP
into a standard TSP. Gorenstein [13] solved the mTSP with
m salesmen as a standard TSP with (m− 1) additional home
cities, where infinite costs are assigned to home-to-home dis-
tances and zero costs are assigned between the additional home
cities and other cities. Jonker and Volgenant [14] improved the
transformation of the mTSP to a standard TSP with a sparser
edge configuration. This idea reduced the computational cost
of the branch-and-bound scheme and created a less-degenerate
TSP.
The aforementioned approaches are all centralized algo-
rithms, typically characterized by exponentially growing com-
putational effort [15], as the number of agents and tasks
increase. Moreover, if the MATA problem entails cost models
that are highly nonlinear functions of the inter-city connecting
edges, MILP formulations could become unreliable. Decen-
tralized algorithms can, in principle, provide more tractable
and dependable (if not provably optimal) solutions [16].
Most of the existing decentralized solutions are consensus-
based auction methods, where agents place bids on services
or resources [17]. These approaches are not necessarily fully
decentralized as they rely on a centralized auctioneer. In
order to address this issue, Dai and Chen [18] proposed a
decentralized auction-based approach, where each agent acts
as auctioneer and bidder to resolve any potential conflicts.
In these approaches, multiple (thus time-consuming) biddings
are necessary to make a decision, which also increases the
inter-robot communication burden. However, consensus-based
method do provide decision robustness under uncertainties,
such as partial observance of mutual states within the robot
team [19]; further discussion of these characteristics is how-
ever not within the scope of this paper. A comprehensive
review of methods on consensus-based decentralized auctions
for task allocation can be found in [19].
C. Objectives of this Paper
Given the (above-described) characteristics of existing
MATA methods, there remains an important opportunity
for developing computationally-efficient and communication-
frugal decentralized approaches to task allocation in multi-
robot teams. While additional realistic considerations, such
as partial observability and agent heterogeneity, can further
complicate this problem, in this paper we focus on solving
the efficient decentralized task planning problem subject to
the following assumptions: i) all robots/agents are identical;
ii) costs of all tasks can be evaluated deterministically; iii)
there are no environmental uncertainties; and iv) each agent
has full observation of all tasks and the state of other agents.
Warehouse robotics [20], such as Amazon’s Kiva system [21],
can be considered to be a close match for an example, where
the decentralized task allocation problem could be practically
solved under these assumptions.
While the long-term goal of this research is to develop
stochastic learning-based algorithms that are capable of near-
instantaneous decision-making and are insensitive to these
assumptions, as a first step here we propose to develop a three-
stage deterministic framework to decentralized planning. The
first and second stages would seek to reduce the computational
complexity of the problem being solved individually by each
agent and identify a compact representation of the reduced
MATA problem; and the third stage would allow each agent
to identify optimal task sequences to undertake. The novel con-
tribution of this paper lies in combining fuzzy clustering and
bipartite graph matching to design this three-stage framework.
Thus the objective of this paper is to develop this “clustering–
graph matching” based MATA framework, and investigate its
performance in comparison to a state-of-the-art centralized
mTSP implementation.
The remaining portion of the paper is organized as follows:
The next section presents the problem definition and central-
ized mTSP formulation. Section III describes our proposed
decentralized MATA framework. Results, encapsulating the
performance of these methods on different-sized problems,
are presented in Section IV. The paper ends with concluding
remarks.
II. COLLABORATIVE MULTI-AGENT
FORMULATION
A. MATA: Defining Problem Components
The multi-agent task allocation (MATA) problem is de-
fined as the allocation of tasks and resources among
several agents that act together without conflict in the
same environment to accomplish a common mission. Each
agent (robot) shares its state and its view of the world
with other agents; in other words, the MATA is a tuple
T =< R, {Si}, h, J, {Ai}, {Ci},M,G > where:
• R = 1, . . . ,m is a finite non-empty set of agents.
• Si is a set of state variables that represent the state of
agent i – for example, its current location and battery
state or traveled distance. Each agent can share their state
variables with the other agents; i.e., full observability is
assumed in the preliminary implementation presented in
this paper.
• h is an integer value stating the maximum number of
tasks that any robot can undertake.
• J = 1, . . . , n is a finite non-empty set of active tasks that
each robot is allowed to take.
• Ai : J × h is a set of decisions of agent i at iteration k,
i.e., Aki .
• Ci : Ai × J is a finite set of state variables describing the
relationship of each task j with respect to agent i.
• M is a decision function that maps Si,Ci to Aki at iteration
k.
• G is a metric that evaluates the total cost of the mission.
While the above definitions provide generic description of the
problem components, in programmed practice most of these
components are represented as pertinent vectors and matrices.
The MATA problem is defined as finding the decision function
M that generates the decision set A∗i , where A
∗
i minimizes the
total cost of the mission G and satisfies
⋃m
i=1 A
∗
i = J and⋂m
i=1 A
∗
i = ∅. Next, we describe a modified mTSP formulation
that will be serving as the benchmark centralized solution
approach.
B. Centralized mTSP Formulation
The centralized MATA problem is formulated as a Mixed-
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem [5], as given
in Eq. (1) to (6). The decision-space comprises a binary
decision variable zij and an integer variable ui. The variable
zij becomes 1 if any robot takes task j after finishing task i,
and becomes 0 otherwise. The variable uk shows the position
of task k in a sequence (tour). In Eq. (1) to (6), m and h
respectively represent the number of salesmen (robots) and the
maximum number of tasks each robot can take in one tour;
cij is the cost metric for taking task j after performing task
i; it can essentially represent monetary cost, distance, time, or
other cost function based on application.
min
zij ,ui
f =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
cijzij (1)
subject to
n∑
j=2
z1j = m (2)
n∑
i=2
zi1 = m (3)
n∑
i=1
zij = 1; ∀ j = 2, . . . , n (4)
n∑
j=1
zij = 1; ∀ i = 2, . . . , n (5)
ui − uj + h · zij ≤ h− 1; ∀ 2 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n (6)
In the above set of equations, constraints (2) and (3) ensure
that exactly m agents depart from and return back to the
depot (node 1). Constraints (4) and (5) imply that each
task is taken and finished by only one unique robot in the
team. Constraint (6), also known as Sub-tour Elimination
Constraints (SCE), is utilized to remove sub-tours (circular
closed routes not containing the depot). There are different
mathematical formulations for the sub-tour elimination; in this
work, we utilize one of the well-known formulations, called
the Miller-Tucker-Zemlin constraints [22]. Given this mTSP
formulation, the overall cost incurred by the robot team can
be estimated as:
ctotal =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
cijzij (7)
III. DECENTRALIZED MATA ALGORITHM
A. Decentralized MATA: Overview
Figure 1 depicts the flowchart of our proposed decentralized
MATA or Dec-MATA algorithm. We pose the decentralized
MATA as a maximum-weighted matching of a bipartite graph.
Our MATA algorithm is composed of three components: 1)
performing soft clustering to divide the tasks into groups
(based on task location) to allow task-assignment problem
decomposition; 2) use the clustering information and agents’
states to transform the problem at each decision-making step
into a weighted bipartite graph; and 3) solving a matching
problem for the bipartite graph to assign a sequence of tasks
to individual robots. Component 2 is generally the most chal-
lenging to accomplish. These three components are described
next.
B. Task Clustering
The purpose of clustering and graph construction is to
identify and systematically represent the degree of relevance
of groups of tasks to particular robots, given their current state
– thereby reducing the size of the task assignment problem to
be solved by each robot. In this paper, relevance is judged
based on the current location of tasks and robots. However,
the underlying concept can be extended to apply to more
generalized scenarios where the state space of the robots and
the feature space of the tasks are more complicated. There
is also an implicit assumption here that the number of tasks
is always greater than the number of robots, and hence our
aim is to identify task relevance not individually but in a
group. In order to group the tasks according to their relative
location, while allowing relevance to be defined in a smooth
(as opposed to a binary, relevant/not relevant) manner, the
Fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithm (FCM) [23] is used. FCM
is a soft clustering method, which allows cluster overlap and
is performed by solving the following minimization [24]:
b∗ij ∈ arg min
bij
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
bγij‖xj − ri‖ (8)
In Eq. 8, n and m are the number of data points (in this
case, number of tasks) and the number of clusters (in this
case, number of robots), respectively; γ > 1 is a user-defined
coefficient that adjusts the degree of fuzzy overlap; xi is the
i-th data point or task, and ri is the location of the i-th robot,
Fig. 1. Flowchart of the new decentralized MATA algorithm
serving as the associative (not necessarily exact geometric)
center of the i-th cluster. Here, bij is the degree of membership
of xj in the i-th cluster and ranging from 0 to 1. For ease of
implementation, in this paper, the number of fuzzy clusters is
set equal to the number of robots. As shown in the algorithm
flowchart (Fig. 1), the clustering step needs to be repeated only
if new tasks get added to the mission.
C. Weighted Bipartite Graph Transformation
In order to represent and analyze the task-robot relations, we
use the concept of bipartite graphs, so-called bigraphs (pop-
ularly used in recommender systems [26] and social network
analysis [27]). A bigraph is a graph whose vertices can be
divided into two sets of vertices such that no two vertices
in the same set are joined by an edge [28]. In this paper, we
define our problem as a weighted bigraph (R, J,E) during each
decision time-period, where R and J are a set of robots (agents)
and a set of tasks, respectively; and E represent a set of
weighted edges that connect robots to available tasks, as shown
Fig. 2. A representative weighted bipartite graph with 2 nodes in the robots
set (Kiva robots) and 3 nodes in the tasks set (shelves).
in Fig. 2. This current bipartite graph definition (allowing task-
robot one-to-one mapping) is applicable to MATA problems,
where multiple agent collaboration on any single task is not
required (rather prohibited).
In order to fully construct the representative weighted
bipartite graph, we should determine the weights of edges, a
typically challenging endeavor given the lack of any standard
recommendations to this end. Here, the edge weights can be
perceived as the strength of the potential relationship between
the corresponding task and robot, and thus indicative of the
degree of relevance of task j to robot i. The weight, wij , of
the bigraph edge ij is defined here in terms of the states of
robot i and task j as:
wij = Kbb
∗
ij
cc,i + 1
(cij + 1)2
(9)
Here, the parameter b∗ij , which relates task-j to agent-i,
is obtained from fuzzy clustering (Eq. 8). The robots are
assumed to start from a single depot (e.g., co-located charging
stations). Hence, initial task assignment (considered as the
zeroth decision-making iteration) is randomized. However,
then onwards, each robot assumes the location of the current
task (and hence membership of its cluster) that it is under-
taking, allowing us to use the b∗ij relation (which previously
represented task-cluster relatedness). Here, Kb is a coefficient
to adjust b∗ij with respect to the magnitude of cij , where
cij shows the cost of doing task j (next) for robot i. The
parameter cc,i is the cumulative cost incurred by robot i up
to that decision point. Note that the bigraph reduces by m
tasks, as tasks get done by the m robots in each iteration.
The depot (denoted as task 0) becomes available for selection
iteration 2 onwards. Figure 3 depicts the weighted bigraphs
generated at the first and second decision-making iteration for
a representative 4 robot – 12 task case.
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Fig. 3. Bigraph generated by the dec-MATA algorithm for a representative 4 robots / 12 tasks case (i.e., m = 4, n = 12): black and gray circles represent
robots and tasks, respectively; the color of the edges represent the estimated weights of the connections between robots and tasks. The bigraph can be observed
to vary from one decision-making iteration to another; since the robots collectively chose tasks 2, 5, 8 and 9 in the first iteration, these tasks are missing
from the reduced bigraph constructed in the second iteration. However, the latter bigraph has one more task – task 0 basically represents the depot, which
become available for selection only after the first iteration; this is done to ensure that each robot undertakes at least 1 task.
D. Maximum Weighted Matching
Once the weighted bipartite graph has been constructed,
the final step (Fig. 1) is to solve the task assignment or
allocation problem as a matching problem. This problem is
defined as drawing a set of edges such that they do not share
any vertices [29]. A weighted maximum matching method is
used here to determine the optimal task assignment. Note that,
until this point, all robots have taken the same (redundant)
computational steps; however, this final step differs across
robots, since each robot operates only on the portion of the
bipartite graph relevant to itself (e.g., not consider tasks for
which its bigraph connecting edge has a weight of zero).
To perform this final step, an improved maximum matching
algorithm proposed by Galil [30] is adopted. This algorithm
is based on the classical blossom algorithm introduced by
Edmonds [31], which is known to run in polynomial time.
The pseudocode of this algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. This
algorithm produces the optimal decision function, M (i.e. the
task assignment set). It is important to note that the outcomes
of this decentralized decision-making process are deterministic
and synchronized (assuming a deterministic environment with
perfect localization). Consequently, each robot will arrive
at the same conflict-free optimal task assignment outcomes.
Although, currently, a degree of redundancy of taking the same
decision on-board each robot (w.r.t. the same task cluster) is
allowed, more efficient implementations can be explored in
the future. These future advancements could also help promote
asynchronous multi-agent decision-making, which is a highly-
challenging and an open area of research in itself [32].
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
A. Problem and Framework Settings
We design and execute a set of numerical experiments to
investigate the performance and scalability of the proposed
decentralized MATA algorithm (Section III), and compare it
with the centralized mTSP solution (Section II-B). For solving
the MILP problem resulting from the centralized approach (1),
the“Gurobi V8.0” [33] is run on the MATLAB® R2016b.
A combination of MATLAB libraries (e.g., fuzzy c-means
clustering), Python libraries and original codes are used to
implement our decentralized MATA framework. Specifically,
the ”Python” 3.6.0 and the 64-bit distribution of ”Anaconda”
4.3.0 are used to implement the decentralized MATA frame-
work, and the “networkx” library is used for graph analysis and
visualization. The simulations are executed on a system with
Intel® i7-6820HQ 2.70 GHz 4 Cores (8 Logical Processors)
CPU and 16 GB RAM. The Gurobi (MILP) solver exploits all
8 logical processors, while the Python implementation of Dec-
MATA does not exploit all the cores. Here the parameters of
the Gurobi’s solver are set as: if the computation time is more
than 7200s, the absolute MIP optimality gap (”MIPGapAbs”)
equals 1e− 10, otherwise this gap, MIPGapAbs, is set at 6.
Research data and codes related to Dec-MATA implementation
can be found at: http://adams.eng.buffalo.edu/algorithms/multi-robot-algorithms/.
The prescribed parameter, Kb, is set at 1000. We define 7
different case studies, corresponding to different combinations
of numbers of ground robots and tasks; allowed maximum
tasks per robot is kept at p = bn/m+2e to promote equitable
distribution of load across the team. These test cases are listed
in Table I. The task locations are randomly distributed in a
10 × 10 sized 2D space. In order to provide a statistically
insightful evaluation and comparison, ten random test scenar-
ios are generated for each case. As the dimensionality of the
robot-task-space increases, so does the computational cost of
clustering. Hence, it is important to explore the impact and
cost of clustering, or more specifically how the algorithm
performs in the presence and in the absence of clustering.
To this end, the following three different implementations of
Algorithm 1 Blossom algorithm (adopted from [25])
1: procedure MATCHGRAPH(G) . Graph G(V,E)
2: M ← ∅ . Match M initially empty
3: do
4: P ← BLOSSOMALG(G,M ) . New augmenting path found with M , G
5: M ←M∆P . Symmetric difference between M , h
6: while P 6= ∅
7: return M
8: procedure BLOSSOMALG(G,M ) . Graph G(V,E) and matching M(VM , EM )
9: G′ ← G
10: for all v ∈ V do
11: marked(v)← false
12: for all v ∈ V : v 6∈ VM , marked(v) = false do
13: marked(v)← true
14: Q← v,Qn ← ∅
15: T ← v . Modified BFS tree
16: while Q 6= ∅ do
17: for all u ∈ Q do
18: for all w ∈ N ′(u) do
19: if w 6∈ VM then . w is unsaturated
20: return shortestPath(T, u, v)+(u,w)
21: else if marked(w) = false then . Not in T yet
22: x← y ∈ N(w) : (y, w) ∈ EM . Vertex w’s match
23: marked(w),marked(x)← true
24: T ← T + (u,w) + (w, x)
25: Qn ← x
26: else if abs(level(T, u)-level(T,w)) mod 2 = even then . Even level difference on non-tree edge means
blossom found
27: B ← shortestPath(T, u, v)+(u,w)
28: G′ ← G′ ·B . Contraction of blossom
29: T ← T ·B
30: b← contracted blossom vertex
31: marked(b)← true
32: Qn ← b
return ∅
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Fig. 4. Clusters given by FCM for the test cases 2 and 3 (Table I). The size of markers is proportional to the corresponding cluster coefficient of each task
w.r.t. the associated cluster. The left plot shows that two tasks at point (2.5,6) are simultaneously classified into Clusters 3 and 4.
the decentralized MATA algorithm are tested:
1) Dec-MATA: the original algorithm with clustering
(Fig. 1);
2) DM-No-FCM-1.00: a modified algorithm where no
FCM clustering is used, and the the clustering coeffi-
cients (used in bigraph construction) are replaced with
a constant value of b∗ij = 1.00,∀(i, j) ∈ (R, J); and
3) DM-No-FCM-0.01: same as the previous implementa-
tion (i.e., no FCM clustering), except that the clustering
coefficients are set at b∗ij = 0.01,∀(i, j) ∈ (R, J).
B. Results: Impact of FCM & Bigraph Construction
Example illustrations showing outcomes of fuzzy clustering
and bigraph construction are given first to provide insights on
the impact of these steps of Dec-MATA. For example, Fig. 4
illustrates how the FCM divides the tasks into a set of m
clusters (m: # robots) for the test cases 2 and 3 (Table I).
The size of the marker in these plots is proportional to the
corresponding cluster coefficient of each task. Since FCM is a
soft clustering method, some tasks have two or more colors –
for example, two tasks at point (2.5,6) in Fig. 4 (a) belong to
both cluster 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows how the bigraph changes
after the first iteration during the application of Dec-MATA for
the test case 2 (Table I). It is readily evident, from the observed
variation in the edge weights across robot–task pairs, how the
bigraph is able to capture and alleviate the complexity of the
task-assignment problem.
C. Case Study Results: Performance Analysis
Table I summarizes the performances of the benchmark
centralized mTSP/MILP algorithm and the three different Dec-
MATA implementations, for the seven test cases. Both the
overall cost (as given by Eq. (7) incurred by the robot team
under each algorithm, and the variance (σ(Agents′Cost)) in
the individual costs incurred by the robots within the team
are reported in the table. The reported values are estimated by
averaging over the ten different runs of each case (with ran-
domized depot and task locations). The overall cost incurred
by each algorithm at their individual termination for each case
is also shown as a bar plot in Fig. 7(a). It can be seen from
Table I that the Dec-MATA solutions get promisingly close to
the optimal solutions obtained by the benchmark centralized
MILP algorithm (within 7%–29 % difference in overall cost).
The observed variance in individual robot costs is comparable
between the centralized and our Dec-MATA approach. The
Dec-MATA approach also clearly outperforms the two other
implementations (DM-no-FCM-1.00 and DM-no-FCM-0.01)
where clustering is not used; this observation highlights the
importance of clustering in the Dec-MATA algorithm. When
a fixed value of bij is used (across all robot–task pairs) in
the absence of clustering, the value itself appears to have
a negligible impact, given the (observed) practically similar
performance of DM-no-FCM-1.00 and DM-no-FCM-0.01.
One of the most complex test cases, case 7 (with 50 agents
and 100 tasks) is chosen for further analysis. Figure 5 shows
the across-the-team variation in the cost incurred or task load
experienced by individual robots. While the task load variation
obtained by Dec-MATA is very similar to that obtained by the
benchmark centralized MILP algorithm, it is interesting to note
that the overall variance in individual robot task load reduces
in the absence of clustering. In order to judge the robustness
of Dec-MATA in comparison to the centralized algorithm,
Fig. 6 illustrates the boxplot of the overall costs incurred by
each algorithm across the ten runs of case 7. Variation in
performance is expected, since the depot and task locations
are randomized across the ten runs; what is interesting to note
is that the overall variance in performance of the Dec-MATA
algorithm is comparable to that of the centralized algorithm,
thereby highlighting the robustness of Dec-MATA.
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case 7 (m = 50 and n = 100), as accomplished by the following four
algorithms: CNT: Centralized, DM: Dec-MATA, DMNF/1: DM-No-FCM-
1.00, and DMNF/0.01: DM-No-FCM-0.01
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(a) The best overall cost at termination of each algorithm (b) Computing time w.r.t. terminal performance state of Dec-MATA
Fig. 7. Performance and computing time of the algorithms for the 7 case studies. The computing time reported for the benchmark centralized algorithm is
the approximate time required by it to reach the performance (cost) achieved by the Dec-MATA method; note that the centralized approach takes significantly
(mostly several orders of magnitude) greater time to achieve its terminal optimal results depicted in (a).
D. Case Study Results: Computational Efficiency
The comparison of the computational efficiency of Dec-
MATA to that of the centralized algorithm is critical to ana-
lyzing (and thus appreciating) the advantages of decentralized
schemes in multi-robot operations. Since the centralized algo-
rithm and Dec-MATA are executed on two different platforms
(MATLAB and the Jupyter/Python environment, respectively),
a direct comparison is practically challenging. Thus, to obtain
an understanding of how the two environments natively com-
pare to each other, a basic for-loop of length 1000 is executed
10 times on each platform, and the recorded computation is
averaged across the 10 runs. This experiment showed that
the MATLAB environment (that exploits all 8 CPU cores)
is approximately 7.5 times faster than the Jupyter/Python
environment. Thereafter, by directly (without any adjustment)
comparing the recorded computation time of the centralized
algorithm (run on the MATLAB environment) and the Dec-
MATA algorithm (run on the Jupyter environment), the com-
putation time advantages of Dec-MATA discussed below can
be perceived as conservative.
The following three different computation times are mea-
sured and analyzed: 1) total computation time of the Dec-
MATA algorithm, termed tdm; 2) computation time of the
centralized MILP algorithm to reach/overtake Dec-MATA’s
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE RESULTS OF THE ALGORITHMS ON 7 TEST CASES
Case # of Tasks # of Agents Max. Tasks per Robot Overall Cost ( σ(Agents′Cost) )
n m h Centralized Dec-MATA DM-No-FCM-1.00 DM-No-FCM-0.01
1 10 2 7 35.56 ( 3.74 ) 41.65 ( 2.99 ) 43.2 ( 2.21 ) 43.36 ( 2.51 )
2 12 4 5 54.27 ( 4.73 ) 64.81 ( 4.15 ) 74.25 ( 2.65 ) 74.68 ( 3.06 )
3 24 8 5 92.69 ( 5.26 ) 113.25 ( 4.58 ) 138.79 ( 3.04 ) 139.57 ( 3.16 )
4 20 10 4 113.54 ( 4.96 ) 121.6 ( 5.19 ) 149.02 ( 2.94 ) 148.03 ( 2.93 )
5 60 20 5 197.74 ( 5.33 ) 254.91 ( 5.13 ) 338.24 ( 3.1 ) 338.09 ( 3.17 )
6 80 4 22 97.12 ( 4.27 ) 122.81 ( 5.67 ) 122.5 ( 3.69 ) 122.39 ( 4.32 )
7 100 50 4 551.74 ( 4.53 ) 593.77 ( 4.68 ) 742.56 ( 3.2 ) 740.18 ( 3.31 )
TABLE II
COMPUTATION TIMES OF DEC-MATA AND MTSP ON 7 TEST CASES. tdm : TOTAL COMPUTATION TIME OF DEC-MATA; tREACH : COMPUTATION TIME OF
CENTRALIZED MILP TO REACH DEC-MATA’S PERFORMANCE; AND tOPT : COMPUTATION TIME OF CENTRALIZED MILP TO REACH THE FINAL/OPTIMAL
SOLUTIONS.
Case # of Tasks # of Agents Max. Tasks per Robot Computation Time [sec]
n m h tdm treach topt
1 10 2 7 0.01 0.94 1.18
2 12 4 5 0.02 0.63 0.82
3 24 8 5 0.06 0.41 7.67
4 20 10 4 0.06 0.52 0.65
5 60 20 5 0.53 1.4 6851.38
6 80 4 22 0.08 129.74 6004.65
7 100 50 4 4.44 4.62 4.63
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(a) Computation time versus the number of robots (b) Computation time versus the number of tasks
Fig. 8. Variation of the computation time (till termination) of the Centralized, Dec-MATA, and the Dec-MATA’s component FCM algorithms w.r.t. problem
size. Dec-MATA’s computation time is approximately 1-4 orders of magnitude smaller than that of the centralized algorithm at termination; while Dec-MATA’s
computation cost increases with problem size, it is minimally sensitive to the task-to-robot ratio unlike the centralized algorithm (which yields very high
computation time for the 4 robot / 80 task case).
performance, termed treach; and 3) total computation time of
the centralized MILP algorithm to reach the final/optimal
solutions (topt). These computation times for the 7 test cases
(averaged across 10 randomized missions each) are summa-
rized in Table II. The computation times of Dec-MATA and the
centralized algorithm at Dec-MATA’s terminal performance
level (i.e., tdm and treach) are also illustrated as bar plots
in Fig. 7 (b). For further analysis of how the problem size
and characteristics impact the algorithms’ computational ef-
ficiency, Figs. 8 (a) and (b) illustrate the variation in the
algorithms’ computation times with number of robots and
number of tasks, respectively.
It can be observed from Table II and Fig. 7 (b) that the cen-
tralized algorithm, in general, required 1-3 orders of magnitude
more computation time to reach the performance level of Dec-
MATA. The total time required by the centralized algorithm
to obtain its final/optimal is also fairly consistent w.r.t. to the
time when it overtakes Dec-MATA’s performance, except in
the cases with a high tasks-to-robot ratio. This observation is
also evident from Figs. 8 (a) and (b). Table II and 8 show
that while the cost of Dec-MATA scales sub-linearly with
the problem size, it is minimally sensitive to the task-to-robot
ratio. On the other hand, for the high task-to-robot ratio, the
cost of the centralized algorithm spikes undesirably, e.g., it
takes 129 seconds to reach Dec-MATA’s performance level and
104 minutes to reach its optimal solution for the 4 robot / 80
task case. Lastly, Fig. 8 shows that although the computation
cost of the fuzzy clustering scales with the problem size,
it always remains a small fraction of the total computation
cost of Dec-DATA thereby justifying its role as an efficient
intermediate approach to reduce the problem complexity of
MATA.
Overall, the sub-second computation time (as low as 10ms
for the 2 robot / 10 task case) of Dec-MATA, except for the
100 robot case, and its negligible sensitivity to task-to-robot
ratio clearly demonstrates Dec-MATA’s promise in serving
as a computationally tractable solution to autonomous multi-
robot planning. Moreover, there remains an opportunity to
further advance the computational efficiency of Dec-MATA
by adopting more efficient (bipartite) maximum weighted
matching implementations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a three-stage algorithm to
perform decentralized allocation of location-based tasks in
autonomous multi-robot systems, e.g., those catering to ware-
house robotics and last-mile delivery applications. The decen-
tralized multi-agent task-allocation or Dec-MATA algorithm
aims to tackle the issue of exploding computational cost with
increasing problem size (i.e., number of robots/tasks in the
environment), in order to preserve tractability of use in online
planning. To this end, the first and second stages of the
algorithm respectively seek to reduce the dimensionality of
the problem (to be solved by individual agents) and generate
a compact representation of task-to-robot relevance; and the
third stage of the algorithm allows each agent to identify
optimal task sequences to undertake. A novel combination of
fuzzy clustering, and bipartite graph construction and maxi-
mum weighted matching is investigated to design this three-
stage Dec-MATA algorithm.
To evaluate the performance of the new Dec-MATA algo-
rithm, a benchmark centralized algorithm is formulated based
on a state-of-the-art MILP solution of the multi-traveling sales-
man (mTSP) problem. Both algorithms are tested on a suite of
case studies involving a varying number of robots and tasks (2
robot/10 task to 50 robot/100 task scenarios), and performance
is analyzed in terms of the total cost incurred by the robot team
(total distance traveled in this case) and computation time.
While getting within 7-28% of the minimum cost given by the
centralized MILP algorithm, dec-MATA is observed to provide
1-3 orders of magnitude gain in computational efficiency (at
comparable performance level), relatively similar robustness
across randomized missions, and clearly superior scalability
with increasing task-to-robot ratio, when compared to the
centralized algorithm. Dec-Mata solves all the test cases within
a fraction of a second, except the largest case (50 robot/100
task), which requires 4.44 seconds. The latter observation
indicates opportunities to further optimize the Dec-MATA
algorithm by adopting more efficient problem decomposition,
graph matching, and program parallelization approaches; these
are the immediate next steps in this research. Moreover, the
current version of Dec-MATA makes certain simplifying as-
sumptions, which are likely reasonable for warehouse robotics-
type applications. For example, decisions are synchronized
across the team (no active consensus is however required),
the task feature and agent states are assumed to be precisely
known, and each agent has a full observation of all tasks and
the state of other agents. Future work will focus on alleviat-
ing these assumptions, thereby allowing wider application of
Dec-MATA to asynchronous multi-robot problems involving
uncertain environment and partial observability.
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